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CHARITABLE FUND ADVERTISING AS A 
VALUE INDEX

I t is almost a platitude that consumers respond favorably to advertis-
ing that is congruent with their culture and values.1 Effective mar-
keters consider the values and culture of their target consumers and 

craft their advertisements accordingly. In this paper, I do the opposite: By 
analyzing advertisements, I hope to infer a target audience’s beliefs. Spe-
cifi cally, advertisements from two separate charitable funds calling for 
donations will be reviewed and compared. This analysis will attempt to 
uncover which, if any, social or halakhic values are being tacitly presented; 
the contention being that the charitable funds assume that their contribu-
tors uphold these values in particular and are therefore expected to best 
respond to them. The results will show that each fund is indeed address-
ing an audience  with markedly different values that motivate and deter-
mine their charity giving.2 

The value of this “reverse” analysis is twofold: First, the conclusion 
that a relatively close-knit and homogeneous society such as the religious 
Israeli community of Ramat Bet Shemesh can be perceived to hold diverse 
values regarding a relatively neutral religious command as charity is in 
itself curious and invites further study. Second, the methodology pre-
sented here can be generalized and applied to many and diverse areas, as 
an additional tool for culling the values of a given social sector.3

1 Zhang Yong and Betsy Gelb, “Matching Advertising Appeals to Culture: The 
Infl uence of Product Use Conditions,” Journal of Advertising 25 (1996), 29–46; and 
references on p. 29.

2 To be clear, these are platonic audiences, and do not necessarily represent the ac-
tual or sole motivation of real people. In practice, the question of human motivation 
in mitzvot bein adam le-havero is of course more complicated and multi-faceted than 
the dual black and white division presented here. The discussion here focusses on what 
the advertisers present, which by their nature must impart a simple and clear message.

3 For example, nature and environmentalism are strong factors in Australian culture 
and society. One expression of these values is the Australian advertisements which tend 
to prominently display claims that their product is environmentally safe and friendly.
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We begin with a brief halakhic discussion to introduce some basic 
halakhic values in the domain of charity. Once these concepts are in place, 
they will serve as the halakhic standards against which advertisements 
from the concrete world will be measured and appraised.

“For the poor shall never cease out of the land” (Deuteronomy 
15:11). Poverty has plagued mankind ever since man has learned to sub-
stitute “I” for “us.”4 Poverty is, to a large extent, a social phenomenon. 
It is the unavoidable product of a society in which property is unequally 
divided among its members, creating a spectrum of have and have-nots 
where the endpoints are defi ned respectively as rich and poor. The vast 
quantity of rabbinic literature on poverty and its amelioration through 
the laws of charity testifi es to our tradition’s preoccupation with the is-
sue.5 In contemporary life, poverty ranks high on the social agenda in the 
State of Israel in general, and in religious and ultra-Orthodox society, 
where poverty is more acute. In response, a plethora of charitable funds 
have sprouted up in these sectors. Each fund advertises its activities in its 
own unique manner in order to attract the hearts and shekels of potential 
donors. These advertisements are to be found in abundance in local syna-
gogues and advertising boards throughout the year and more so in ad-
vance of holidays with their added expenses. The richness and diversity of 
these advertisements aroused my curiosity and I began to notice funda-
mental differences in the meta-messages of these advertisements.

Basic Halakhic Values in the Domain of Charity

The advertisements for charity will be measured against the list of 
charity levels enumerated by Maimonides and Meiri. Maimonides cre-
ated a well-known list of eight levels of charity,6 which Meiri accepts with 
the insertion of two additional levels.7 We will analyze the two endpoints: 

4 Two twentieth-century thinkers expressed the essence of this idea, but from oppos-
ing moral viewpoints: C.S. Lewis, The Problem of Pain (Fount, 1998), 59, identifi ed the 
concept of “I” as the root of man’s primordial sin in Eden; conversely, Ayn Rand, An-
them (Pamphleteers, 1946), chap. 11, identifi ed “I” as the source of man’s greatness. 

5 For example, Maimonides’s section pertaining to the poor, Hilkhot Matenot An-
iyim, contains thirteen distinct commandments, only two of which pertain directly to 
charity. Nevertheless three of the ten chapters are dedicated to these two commands.

6 Hilkhot Matenot Aniyim 10:7–14)
7 This well-known hierarchy of charitable actions was culled by Maimonides as a 

literary-editorial creation produced from diverse sources. Meiri alludes to its eclectic 
nature in his prefatory gloss to Maimondes’ list: “Charity has multiple levels, some 
elucidated here, and some elucidated elsewhere.” There are a number of places where 
Maimonides created independent literary frameworks with no Talmudic parallel; for 
example: Hilkot Melakhim and Hilkhot Teshuva, on which see Gerald Blidstein, 
Ha-Tefi lla be-Mishnato shel ha-Rambam (Bialik Institute, 1994), 9. 
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The highest level (“beyond which there is none,” to use Maimonides’ 
description) and the lowest rung, the “level of charity... not worthy of 
being counted” as Meiri defi nes it (and which, indeed, is not enumerated 
by Maimonides).

Maimonides writes:8

The highest level beyond which there is none is to support a Jew who has 
fallen into poverty [by] giving him a present or a loan, entering into part-
nership with him, or fi nding him work so that his hand will be fortifi ed so 
that he will not have to ask others [for alms]. Concerning this it is stated: 
“You shall support him, the stranger, the resident, and he shall live among 
you” (Leviticus 25:35). Implied is that you should support him before he 
falls and becomes needy. (Matenot Aniyim 10:7)

This form of charity has a double advantage: First, the recipient is not 
embarrassed, because he is not receiving a favor or charity but a loan to 
be repaid. Second, the money given is not merely for his present needs, 
but helps and motivates the recipient to work and independently earn his 
wages for the future, thus enabling him to escape the poverty cycle. This 
level is aptly captured in the anonymous proverb, “Give a man a fi sh and 
you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fi sh and you feed him for a life-
time.” This can be compared to “smart money” in the venture capital 
world. “Smart money” is an investment term that includes money people 
invest in a business, plus the time, advice, connections, and know-how 
which they put into the company. The company receives the investors’ 
wisdom as well as his funds.

At the other end of the spectrum, Meiri writes in his exegesis to Bava 
Batra:9

There is an additional level in charity which is not worthy of being 
counted. This is the giving of charity with the intent of gaining fame and 
becoming well-known. This is not the Jewish way and is a disgraceful at-
tribute. Not only is this not considered charity, but such a giver is called 
a sinner as the verse says: “Kindness of nations is a sin” (Proverbs 14:34).10

8 Meiri’s language is almost identical.
9 10a, s.v. ha-tzedaka yesh bah; Sofer ed., 65
10 Meiri’s criticism falls harshly upon the modern ear accustomed to a world in 

which crucial philanthropy is predicated on public acknowledgement. Sages of the 
modern era have sought to soften this verdict in various ways. See for example: Beit 
ha-Levi, Responsa II, Derush le-Tzedaka, s.v. ve-hineh likhorah, et passim; Meshane 
Halakhot, 9:205; Le-horot Natan, 3:37. The argument raised is that ultimately the 
needy derive benefi t from the charity regardless of the donor’s motivation.
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Meiri then goes on to voice a more positive opinion towards a motivation 
of self-benefi t based on the belief that the act of charity merits divine 
reward:

However, he who gives with the intent of personal gain, for example, 
“This coin is for charity so that my son lives; so that I may merit the world 
to come; so that I may enjoy success, etc.”—this is considered charity 
only on condition that if his intent does not materialize, he does not 
complain, nor regret having given the charity as if it were payment to a 
physician, and does not challenge God’s ways but justifi es his decree.

Meiri differentiates between motives for giving charity. A motive for per-
sonal gain of honor and fame is a disgraceful motive which degrades the 
act of charity. On the other hand, charity given with a personal motive of 
receiving a divine reward is acceptable, on condition that if the antici-
pated reward is not forthcoming (i.e., health, success, etc.) the donor 
does not regret having given the charity.11 This level, however, is not in-
cluded by Maimonides.

Analysis of Charitable Fund Advertisements

We are now in a position to analyze and appraise the advertisements by 
measuring them against the halakhic concepts of charity just outlined. 
While Ramat Bet Shemesh is blessed with many charitable institutions we 
will analyze two prominent funds, labeled Fund A and Fund B, respec-
tively. What follows is a careful survey of the advertising of these two 
funds over eight to ten years. Despite using only two organizations for 
the purpose of this analysis, my longtime observation of these phenom-
ena convinces me that these trends are ubiquitous in the world of Jewish 
philanthropy and, probably, charitable giving at large.

The Highest Level: Support So That He Will Not Have to Ask for Alms

In the following advertisements for Rosh ha-Shana (fi g. 1) and for Purim 
(fi g. 2), Fund A presents itself as dedicated to “Smart Chesed” (in the 
sense of “smart money”). The fund does not merely attend to the present 
needs of the poverty-stricken family, but also attends to its future needs 
by offering the family advice and vocational training so the family can pull 
itself out of the poverty cycle. As Maimonides phrases this, “The highest 

11 For a lengthier halakhic analysis of this Meiri and the passage in Bava Batra 10a 
see my Hebrew essay, “Charitable Fund Advertisements,” HaMa`yan 59:2 (2018), 
68–78.
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Fig. 1 (Rosh Hashana 2018)
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Fig. 2 (Purim 2010)
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level beyond which there is none, is to support a Jew who has fallen into 
poverty [by] giving him a present or a loan, entering into partnership 
with him, or fi nding him work so that his hand will be fortifi ed so that he 
will not have to ask others [for alms].” This quote from Maimonides and 
the abovementioned fi shing proverb are quoted in fi g.1. Fund B, as we 
shall see, does not make this claim.

Beneath the Lowest Level: Charity with the Intent of Personal Gain

In anticipation of Rosh ha-Shana, both funds began a campaign to raise 
charity funds. In return for a monthly contribution, Fund A (fi g. 3) of-
fers its supporters a “guarantee” that the donor will be performing an 
act of charity all year. No personal gain or reward is mentioned, but 
merely the satisfaction of knowing that one is performing hesed year-
round. Fund B (fi g. 4, right) stresses the personal reward that accompa-
nies the good deed of charity. In contrast to Fund A’s altruistic, “Sign 
our monthly automatic donation and you’re guaranteed to be doing 
hesed year-round,” in Fund B we read of a personal reward: “my monthly 
donation, my yearlong protection.” On the backside of the advertise-
ment (fi g. 4, left) we read, “protecting you all year round.” Charity 
motivated by the hope for this type of personal reward occupies the 
lowest rung of value in Meiri’s scheme (and is omitted entirely by Mai-
monides). To be sure, Meiri counts this as charity, too, albeit of a low 
type. The backside of this advertisement (fi g. 4, left, around the circum-
ference) suggests giving particular sums, whose numerological value 
(gematria) is equivalent to a particular personal reward. NIS 135 for 
“hayyim tovim” (“good life”); NIS 417 for “parnasa tova” (“good liveli-
hood”); NIS 906 for “siyata di-shemaya” (“Divine assistance”). Only 
one numerological value is altruistic: NIS 277 for “tzedaka va-hesed” 
(“charity and kindness”).

A similar offer was advertised by Fund B before Hoshana Rabba (fi g. 5): 
“Donate NIS 180 Pidyon Nefesh” on behalf of which “a minyan of talmidei 
hakhamim will daven for you and your loved ones.” The benefi t to the 
poor and needy is not mentioned. Indeed the donor and his benefi t, not 
the recipient, is the focus. The poor and needy are the tool for achieving 
Pidyon Nefesh (redemption of the donor’s soul).

Let us compare the recent Rosh ha-Shana campaigns for the Jewish year 
5779. Fund A (fi g. 6) asks us to help others make an enduring change; 
the donors are not offered anything in return. This is what Maimonides 
defi ned as, “The highest level: Support one who has fallen into poverty, 
so that he will not have to ask for alms.” Fund B (fi g. 7) seeks to help 
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4

others, “our neighbors,”12 but  there are two meaningful differences. 
First, the focus is on their current needs, not on solving their future 
needs. Second, there is a promise for personal gain: “And Hashem will 
answer us all with a good sweet year.”

The Purim Appeal—Performing the Legally Perfect Mitzva or 
Bringing Joy?

In its Purim appeal for two consecutive years,13 Fund B (fi gs. 8–9) prom-
ises to ensure that the mandatory alms of Purim will be allocated in strict 
accordance with the halakhic requirements: distribution on the day of 
Purim to the local needy. There is no overhead; the entire sum will serve 
as charity; all will be performed with much hiddur. Once again the actual 
recipient, the needy family, fades into the background, and is barely men-
tioned. Fund A (fi g. 10) does not mention a word about compliance with 
the halakhic requirements of the Purim charity.14 Rather, the focus is on 
the recipient and the meta-halakhic value of bringing joy to one’s neigh-
bors’ home.

12 In the context of charity, the term “neighbor” takes on more than a social mean-
ing. In the allocation of charity, halakha gives priority to the local needy (your neigh-
bor) over the more distant needy (Maimonides, Hilkhot Matenot Aniyim 7:3).

13 After completion of this paper advertisements for Purim 2019 were published, 
continuing the trends in the present discussion.

14 Note, however, the use of the word “neighbor.” Fund A’s advertisement for 
Purim 2019 may make reference to compliance with halakhic requirements.
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Fig. 5

Passover Appeals

In the Passover appeal, both Funds have an almost identical pitch. Both 
want to bring the joy of the holiday (simhat hag) to the needy. Nothing 
else is mentioned. Nevertheless, there is one difference. The expression 
“for struggling families” that Fund A (fi g. 12) chose to use may sound a 
bit aloof. Whereas the expression “in every home” chosen by Fund B (fi g. 
11) is much more equality-oriented.

A New Direction?

In the following advertisement (fi g. 13) Fund B seems to have formu-
lated a new approach for the Rosh ha-Shana 2018 campaign. 

Beneath what looks like a contract or treaty we read: “He thinks his 
signature is making history.” Beneath that, in larger and bold letters, we 
read: “Your signature saves lives!” We soon understand that the signature 
refers to a monthly donation: “Sign a hora’at keva (monthly automatic 
donation) of at least NIS 100 and your contribution will be matched by 
friends of the Fund.” As of now, only one further example of this ap-
proach is available (fi g. 14). This makes the interpretation uncertain. 
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Fig. 8

Hence the following is only a tentative suggestion: These advertisements 
(fi gs. 13, 14) lack the typical attributes of a Fund B advertisement: There 
are no promises of divine reward or protection, no halakhic commitments 
are made. What does seem to be present is an allusion to the donor’s abil-
ity to infl uence and make a difference, and hence the noble but perhaps 
exaggerated claim, “Your signature saves lives”— your signature is more 
infl uential than a statesman’s signature on a treaty. If so, this comes un-
comfortably close to the fi rst part of the Meiri’s lowest level, “giving of 
charity with the intent of gaining a name and becoming well-known. This 
is not the Jewish way, and is a disgraceful attribute. Not only is this not 
considered charity, but such a giver is called a sinner.”

In fi g. 14 we have a similar advertisement but with a milder claim: “I 
have signed for a good life, to save my neighborhood.” It is unclear if “for 
a good life” refers to the donor’s good life or the recipient’s good life. 
Either way the appeal to the donor’s ability to infl uence and make a dif-
ference is present. Here we also have the additional element of focusing 
on the recipient’s needs.

An analysis of the advertisements of Fund A and Fund B has shown 
that they are targeting two separate audiences with signifi cant differences 
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Fig. 9

of values with regards to charitable donations.15 Fund B is addressing an 
audience who views charity fi rst and foremost as a Divine command with 
a promise of Divine reward.16 The anticipated reward seems to be the 

15 See above, note 2.
16 Indeed, Fund B publishes a weekly bulletin, “Kupatenu—About the Power of 

Charity,” dedicated to the halakhic aspects and rewards of the mitzva of charity, but 
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Fig. 10
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Fig. 11

primary incentive in these advertisements. This being the case, the main 
value of charity to these donors is the fact that they are performing a 
mitzva deserving of reward. The needy recipient is merely a means to this 
end and is of secondary importance. To gain Divine reward it is essential 
that the commandment be performed meticulously according to the hal-
akhic requirement (as seen in the Purim advertisement). Fund A is target-
ing an audience which primarily values charity as a tool to bring relief and 
aid to society and feels an inner need to assist the needy and empower 
them to become self-suffi cient. From the marketing to this audience, 
we intuit that, for this group, charity’s status as a divinely ordained com-
mandment is only of secondary importance. Therefore, the primary in-
centive in their advertisements is the fact that the donor becomes a 
participant and partner in the act of performing charity on the highest 
and most benefi cent level. Divine reward is of secondary relevance, in-
deed its use as a “marketing slogan” may reduce their incentive, and 
therefore absent from these advertisements.

barely touches upon the meaning of charity to the recipient and how charity can be 
more effi ciently utilized to benefi t the poor.
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Table of Differences Between the Funds

Fund Method Rosh Hashana Purim Passover
Fund A Smart 

Chesed
Guarantee of 
performing 
charity all year 
long

Bringing joy to 
the recipient

Holiday joy 
to the needy

Fund B Not 
mentioned

Guarantee that 
charity protects 
you all year 
round

Strict compliance 
with halakhic 
requirements

Holiday joy 
to all

The two motivations discussed up until now, charity as the fulfi llment 
of a Divine commandment and charity as a human act of compassion and 
kindness, are not contradictory or mutually exclusive. Maharal combines 
these two positions.17 The Torah states: “If you lend money to any of My 
people, even to the poor with you (Exodus 21:24),” on which Rashi 
comments that even though the verse begins with a conditional “if,” it is 
to be understood as a non-conditional commandment to give charity. 
Maharal asks: Why would the verse be phrased as a conditional act if it is 
meant as a normative commandment? His answer is edifying: The verse is 
formulated as conditional to indicate that if the only reason a person gives 
charity is because of the Divine commandment, with no compassion or 
care for the needy person presenting, this is not what was meant by the 
commandment of charity. The commandment is to give charity because 
one feels compassion and a desire to help the needy and not only because 
it was commanded by God. This idea can be generalized to encompass all 
commandments which are between people. One’s interaction with other 
people should be guided by compassion and a desire to alleviate suffering, 
not only because God so commanded. 

17 Gur Arye on Exodus 22:24
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Fig. 12
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Fig. 13
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Fig. 14


